Cleverly compatible and oh-so-convenient, listed here are our PIPA series car seat adapter options, that connect with a number of strollers so that daily adventures in parenthood can be that much easier.

### PIPA series infant car seats are also compatible with

- **Bugaboo® Cameleon³** stroller (2015 & newer models)
- **UPPAbaby® VISTA® & Cruz®** strollers (2015 & newer models. Do not use with the RumbleSeat.)
- **BOB®*** single strollers (2016 & newer models)

### Nuna options

- **Nuna TAVO™**
  - (no adapters needed!)
- **Nuna DEMI™ grow car seat post adapters**
  - (one set included with purchase)
- **Nuna MIXX™ series car seat post adapters**
  - (included with purchase)
- **Nuna PEPP™ car seat post adapters**
  - (included with purchase)
- **Nuna DEMI™ grow car seat ring adapter**
  - (included with purchase)
- **Nuna MIXX™ car seat ring adapter**

---

*Tested, endorsed and manufactured by Nuna. Not affiliated, licensed, authorized or endorsed by Bugaboo®. Bugaboo® trademarks are owned by Bugaboo and its respective holders.

**Tested, endorsed and manufactured by Nuna. Not affiliated, licensed, authorized or endorsed by UPPAbaby®. UPPAbaby® trademarks are owned by UPPAbaby® and its respective holders.

***Tested, endorsed and manufactured by Nuna. Not affiliated, licensed, authorized or endorsed by BOB® Gear by Britax®. BOB® Gear trademarks are owned by Britax® Child Safety, Inc. and its respective holders.